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Large businesses have a key role to play in 
limiting the economic and human rights effects 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. As procurers of 
cleaning services, either as tenants or landlords 
of buildings, large businesses hold considerable 
power to soften the blow for some of the most 
vulnerable workers in the country.

This info sheet outlines best practice approaches to 

respecting cleaners’ rights in your supply chain during 

the COVID-19 pandemic.

Why does this matter?
Cleaners are frontline workers in the pandemic and 

the nexus between quality cleaning and decent 

work has never been stronger. Providing fair working 

conditions for cleaners is critical to protecting us all 

against coronavirus spread. 

Most cleaners are low-paid workers on temporary 

work visas living pay cheque to pay cheque. If their 

capacity to work is affected by the pandemic, they 

will be in an extremely precarious financial position, 

unable to access income support and with poor 

access to healthcare if they need it.

In practice, what can procurers 
of cleaning services do to protect 
cleaners in their supply chains?

Where the cleaning scope has increased as a 
result of COVID-19:

•  Work with your cleaning contractor to ensure 

adequate hours and resources are allocated to meet 

your cleaning needs – this may require a variation to 

the current cleaning contract which you can do by 

updating the CAF pricing schedule.

•  Work with your cleaning contractor to provide your 

cleaners with access to 14 days’ special paid sick 

leave if they are affected by COVID-19 – this should 

be extended to casual workers as well.
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Where cleaning needs are reduced due to 
businesses promoting work from home (typically 
commercial office settings):

•  Best-practice: Do not cut hours from cleaning 

contracts – maintaining service provision will ensure 

that cleaners will be able to keep their jobs and that 

cleaning businesses will remain viable during and 

beyond the coronavirus pandemic.

•  At a minimum: If a reduction in hours is unavoidable, 

consult with the contractor as to how they will split 

those hours* among current staff and/or whether 

they will redeploy staff temporarily until the building 

is back to normal cleaning operation. If some staff 

risk being stood down without pay, we recommend 

covering the cost of their wages and entitlements 

until they are able to work on-site again. 

 
*Important note – there are minimum engagement provision in the 
Cleaning Services Award regarding hours. You must ensure these 
continue to be met. 

In the event that buildings are locked down:

•  Consider that many cleaners are on temporary work 

visas and are ineligible for Centrelink support if they 

lose their job, which will force them into poverty. 

•  Continuing to pay for cleaning services will ensure 

that cleaners will be able to retain their livelihood and 

that cleaning businesses, which run on thin margins 

and are ill-equipped to handle this extraordinary 

event, will survive the coronavirus crisis.

•  Consider contingency plans based on the above in 

the event of a building lockdown for differing time 

frames (i.e. 1 month, 3 months, 6 months).

In any situation, make sure cleaners are fully informed 

of what is happening at their workplace.

If you are a member of CAF, or part of a CAF certified 

building, we are here to assist you with any further 

guidance. Please contact the relevant certification 

adviser or email us at  

info@cleaningaccountability.org.au

Respecting workers human rights 
in the context of COVID-19 – 
guidance from the UN Global 
Compact
The UN Global Compact, the world’s largest corporate 

sustainability initiative, has called on business leaders 

to support workers, communities and companies 

affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, offering the 

following recommendations which align with their Ten 

Principles: 

1.  Ensure that the needs of those most marginalized 

and/or vulnerable are given the necessary and 

appropriate attention.

2.  Respond with flexibility, compassion and solidarity 

to the impact on your employees and your business 

partners, especially small and medium-sized 

enterprises. Your efforts to limit financial impacts 
should not be made at the expense of workers’ rights 
and welfare.

3.  Ensure a stable continuation of income and benefits 

despite flexible working arrangements: Staying off 

work because of illness, quarantine or caring for a 

sick family member may result in lost pay or lost 

jobs. Ensure a continuation of income in these cases 
with special attention to female workers who often 
take the burden of care and workers in precarious 
employment situations, such as low-paid workers, 
contractual workers and workers without any social 
protection coverage.  

4.  Current contracts should be honoured to the 

greatest extent possible. Engagement with suppliers 
is essential to ensure decent working conditions in 
global supply chains while providing support for 
business continuity by allowing flexibility in delivery 

and quotas. 
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